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Welcome to our world; Purplehaze Apps. For those of you wondering about the significance of
the "power of 2", it underlies our belief in achieving exponential results with efforts of two like
minded individuals. We have had a lot of fun building this from ground up and looking forward to
more fun working on this venture. At Purplehaze, we continuously strive to get you applications
which serve a purpose, and at the same time maintain the simple yet elegant interface you
expect of anything associated with Apple.
"Power of 2"
The iPhone has changed our lives in more than one way, and it is our hope to make the iPhone
experience an even better one, for our patrons. We know that the best way to come up with
world class products is not only by our innovation, but also by listening to you. So please write
in with your comments and thoughts on how we could improve our existing product line, or new
ideas to help us grow and meet your expectations.

What's New

New Mystery Product… Soon
Just to give you a hint, it heavily uses bar code reader/generator. Its a game? Maybe… just a
little while longer.
Barcode Software developed by Softmatic

Enigma 2 : Ad Infinitum. Download

This is an unique puzzle, like nothing you have come across. The game play involves getting to
the next level. At each level, you can choose to use all the tools available to you, including
browsing websites for clues. Get to the next level in whatever fashion, and try not to crack the
stage using other's answers.

Song Pong. Download
A fun music game/music generator. It a novel concept and a plethora of possibilities to compose
your repetitive tones for your compositions or just to impress your friends.

Xposure in App Store. Download
This application is a must have for all amateur to professional photographers. It includes an
exposure guide, depth of field calculator, night camera, camera timer and array of image filters
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for added fun

Bar Heist in App Store. Download
Lost iPhone Companion. Track your iPhone even when you lose it.

Quake Warn. Download
The latest quake information push notified to warn you, now on the iPhone. A must have if you
reside in earthquake prone regions.
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